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BIO
Born Eric Turkson, QWECi also known as Ded Buddy is a 
Ghanaian American POP /  R&B / EDM Singer, Song Writer, Music 
Producer and Entrepreneur. 


Spending his childhood in Accra exposed QWECi to a vastly 
diverse culture and sound that is apparent from the first note. His 
musical influences include E.T. Mensah, Osibisa, Michael Jackson, 
Beatles, The Carpenters, Enya, Lionel Richie, Kool and the Gang, 
and Stevie Wonder, whom he opened for at Panafest in 1994. 


When the music scene back then in Ghana needed revamping, 
QWECi stepped up to the plate in 1998 and created a fusion of 
High-Life and R&B / Soul vibes to create a new sound (AFRO R&B) 
for the masses making him an overnight singing sensation.


QWECi has worked with some of the worlds greats including 
Junior Reid on his song ‘One Love’, Grady Spivey (Ruff Ryder), 
Hardy ‘Indiigo’ Muanza (Producer for Madonna), DIDEIR AWADI, J 
Martins, Kns Tha Engineer, Fiumi (Switzerland) on the song 
‘Anthem’ that topped the itunes EDM/DANCE chart for 10 weeks. 


Whilst releasing much anticipated music, QWECi is also putting 
together his Pop/EDM songs for the trending markets as well as 
an upcoming EP. His goal is to reach the entire world by creating 
that "feel good music” that everyone can relate to and sing along. 
His work continues. 




*
Released in 2003 was the long awaited  

album to follow Sansankroma
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Released in 2021 the ‘AFRO KING’ is QWECi (Ded Buddy’s) cross over album.  

A 8 track album penned and co produced be him.

Sansankroma is the first album by QWECi (Ded Buddy) released in 1998.  
As an award winning album ‘SANSANKROMA has two of the hit songs that  

changed a music scene in Ghana titled “YEBESA” and “PESE WOHO”.

Released in 2016 but remastered and released in 2020.  
The love album is a project by QWECi that bridge the gap 

 between the old and the new DB

Released in 2020 Akonoba is a 21 track album of soul, pop,  
and R&B full of great vibes for the modern music lover.

COLOURS released in 2019 is QWECi’s 
experimental album in the pop edm world.  
This album included tracks from his school 

projects back in  
Bronx Community College Music School.
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PRESS
QWECi (Ded Buddy) stakes claim as King of Afro R&B music genre. 
During an interview on 3FM with Mz Gee, the ‘Whine Your Waist’ crooner explained the reason for his album title ‘Afro King’ as a 
statement. 

QWECi, also known as Ded Buddy, who is currently promoting his new single ‘Whine Your Waist’ off of the Afro King album also 
stressed the fact that even though Afro Music has taken shape globally, Ghana still remains the origin of Afro Music through the Hi-
Life genre….    

https://3news.com/i-am-the-king-of-afro-music-qweci-ded-buddy/ 

*

Stop telling old artistes to quit —Ded Buddy
VERY few artistes who have enjoyed fame are able to bounce back after their popularity wanes. And R&B singer, 

Ded Buddy believes it is even more frustrating for them when people keep telling them to quit because they cannot make it.

For Ded Buddy, it will do such artistes a lot of good to be cheered on rather than forced to quit since “their time has passed”.

Expressing his disappointment in a telephone conversation with Showbiz on Tuesday, the man whose smooth voice is well

 known spoke about how disheartening it is to hear comments for old artistes to stop doing what they love.

*

https://mobile.ghanaguardian.com/stop-telling-old-artistes-to-quit-ded-buddy

DED BUDDY(QWECI) READIES FOR ‘AFRO KING’ 
ALBUM THIS MAY!

*

The super talented cross genre R&B, Soul, Pop, Edm act Ded Buddy (QWECi) is set to finally release the much awaited Afro King Album this May.


The initial plan was to release an EP but QWECis team decided to go with an album  as his fans have been craving a lot more good music from him.

https://www.ghanamusic.com/news/from-diaspora/2021/05/05/ded-buddyqweci-readies-for-afro-king-album-this-may/
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BRANDS BY QWECI
* Piano Concert


Piano Concert is an annual acoustic music event by QWECi and friends

 performing to their popular songs. 


The highlights of this concert is Piano and mic


*Rewind Concert

Rewind Concert is an annual tour organized by QWECi for legendary acts


 of the who perform their hit songs as well as new projects.


*The Billion Girl Project

The Billion Girl Project is a charity bass project that seeks to educate the women and the girl child 


about domestic violence and it’s preventive measures through musical tour. 

BOOKING
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              qwecimusic@gmail.com 
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